Enrichment and efficient screening of ES cells containing a targeted mutation: the use of DT-A gene with the polyadenylation signal as a negative selection maker.
Gene targeting in embryonic stem (ES) cells via homologous recombination can occur at very low frequency. In order to enrich homologous recombinants before screening, a negative selection marker, such as thymidine kinase (TK) and diphtheria toxin A fragment (DT-A), has been commonly used. In this study, we developed a negative selection marker using DT-A gene with polyadenylation signal and it was designated DT-ApA. To determine the difference in targeting efficiency of the negative selections, we constructed three different targeting vectors for each negative selection (first, TK at the 3' end, second, TK at both the 5' and 3' ends < 2 X TK >, and third, DT-ApA at the 5' end of the homologous sequences). Gene targeting experiments using these constructs clearly showed that negative selection using DT-ApA was more efficient than that using TK for homologous recombination and that negative selection using DT-ApA was as efficient as that using 2 X TK. Considering the fact that the use of DT-ApA is more convenient for construction of targeting vectors than that of 2 X TK, DT-ApA is an efficient negative selection marker. In addition, we examined long and accurate PCR (LA-PCR) for screening gene targeted clones. The use of LA-PCR with genomic DNAs from ES cell clones facilitated simple detection of homologous recombinants, suggesting that the screening with LA-PCR is compatible with the use of longer homologous sequences of both arms in vector design. Our results indicate that the use of DT-ApA for negative selection together with the application of LA-PCR for screening ensures efficient and time-saving screening for homologous recombinants.